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THE ART OF LIVING
MARIANkA SwAIN shares her Capital Cultural highlights
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Fancy yourself an amateur detective? You’re
in luck, as the true crime wave continues.
Netflix’s controversial Making A Murderer
is dominating headlines, but discerning

Sherlocks are tuning into the superior podcast
Serial (free to download at www.serialpodcast.
org). Last series – worth binge-listening if
you missed it – investigated the murder of a
Baltimore teenager, while this year focuses on
an American soldier who was held prisoner by
the Taliban, and now faces a court martial on
charges of desertion.

Or turn your crime-solving powers to journalist
Fiona Barton’s debut thriller The Widow
(£12.99 hardback, £5.99 Kindle), which

examines the possible guilt and complicity
of an accused man, his widow, the mother
of a missing child, a dogged detective, and
a ruthless journalist. With its uncomfortable
questions about the relationship between
victims, witnesses, police and the media, and
constantly shifting sympathies, it promises to
be the new zeitgeist must-read.

How are you livening up your commute?
Let us know via Twitter @Move_To

Get a glimpse of London after dark

How are you livening up your co
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Live wire: Alexander Calder’s 1947 ‘Gamma’

k

There and Back, Harold Sandys Williamson, 1928

Those bored of their static objets d’art can take
inspiration from the UK’s largest ever exhibition of
Alexander Calder, the pioneer of kinetic sculpture,
at Tate Modern. These 100 pieces show the
development of his groundbreaking techniques,
from figurative wire portraits through to constantly
moving abstract forms.

In 1931, Marcel Duchamp coined the term “mobile”
to describe the extraordinary motorised objects
created by Calder, who drew on his engineering
training. Several of his most significant works
are on display, including motorised Black Frame,
suspended sculpture Snow Flurry, and avant-garde
sound-making works like Triple Gong.

Calder with ‘21 feuilles blanches’ in Paris
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Alexander Calder’s motorised ‘Black Frame’, 1934
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ALEXANDER CALDER: PERFORMING
SCULPTURE
TO APRIL 3

Tate Modern, Bankside SE1
Adults £18, under-12s free
www.tate.org.uk
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Which came first: the capital’s nightlife or its nocturnal
transportation? “It’s a completely symbiotic relationship,”
believes Simon Murphy, co-curator of Night Shift –
London After Dark at London Transport Museum.

The exhibition, originally intended to coincide with the
beginning of the Night Tube, goes back to 1913 to
explore the development of public services that we now
take for granted.

“Infrastructure is driven by the needs of the passenger,
though there’s sometimes a commercial imperative too,”
notes Simon. “After the First World War, coming out of a
period of austerity, shop- and theatre-owners were keen
to kick-start business.

“They set up a pressure group, Brighter London,
demanding increased street and station lighting.
That encouraged the boom in cinemas, theatres and
restaurants, helping restore the city’s social life.”

Surely London was more sombre during wartime?
“Yes and no. There was rationing and regulations about
how late pubs and clubs could stay open, but also a
flourishing war economy. Young women suddenly had
money to spend and wanted to go out dancing. And
there was a sense of grabbing the opportunities while
you could.”

After-dark hedonism continued with disco fever, but
the network still focussed more on shift workers than
revellers, until route planners stumbled upon the latter
market by accident.

“There was a trial night service to Heathrow, which
happened to pass through Earl’s Court. Lots of people
coming out of clubs there took that bus home, out to the
suburbs, and planners had a revelation.” A subsequent
1984 overhaul brought expanded night and weekend
routes, encouraging our already thriving leisure economy.

There are fascinating snapshots of the city’s past life
among the exhibition’s artwork and artefacts. “I knew

‘Brighter London’ as a phrase – I had no idea there was
an organised campaign and long-running Hippodrome
revue until I saw the posters,” says Simon.

“And we get to understand the import of the 1922
General Election, the first election broadcast by the
BBC, through the special late-night bus services laid
on to cafés and clubs with radios. All those Londoners
travelled specially to hear it.”

Visitors can also see an astonishing audio-visual montage
showing the capital over almost 90 years, and graphic
art commissioned by TfL illustrating the new Night Tube
routes – theoretical for the moment – which could open up
new areas of the city and service new types of travellers.

“What’s clear is that night-time London has its own
character, now and a century ago,” observes Simon.
“It’ll be fascinating to see what happens next.”

NIGHT SHIFT – LONDON AFTER DARK
TO APRIL 10

London Transport Museum
Covent Garden WC2E
Adults £17, under-18s free
www.ltmuseum.co.uk


